
  

Moving from Collaboration to Partnership

	  an exploration at the Azusa City Library 

Can a public library move a community collaboration to a partnership?    
This white paper is an exploration of that process in one California   
community. 
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This project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services  Sparks! 
Ignition Grants for Libraries, SP-02-16-0027-16. 

The views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication do not 
necessarily represent those of the Institute of Museum and Library Services. 

The Institute of Museum and Library Services is the primary source of federal support for the 
nation’s approximately 120,000 libraries and 35,000 museums. Our mission is to inspire libraries 
and museums to advance innovation, lifelong learning, and cultural and civic engagement. Our 
grant making, policy development, and research help libraries and museums deliver valuable 
services that make it possible for communities and individuals to thrive. To learn more, visit 
www.imls.gov and follow us on Facebook and Twitter. 
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Introduction

The days of a library – or any community 
organization – operating in a silo as sole 
provider to meet a community need, are gone. 
In today’s world in which the concept of 
Collective Impact has proven to bring deeper 
and longer-lasting change in a community, the 
new “norm” is to operate through partnering 
with organizations across the community. 
Partnerships are now commonplace, but are 
they really partnerships in which each 
organization has equal ownership and 
responsibility for the program?  Most often, 
the answer is no.  Sometimes that is the result 
of the library being unable to let go of control 
and allow others to fully share a project as 
their own.  Other times it is because 
organizations have not been motivated or felt 
the need to step in to assume a stronger role. 
Often, it is a blend of the two, plus a lack of a 
vision of the benefits of such a framework, or 
infrastructure, and the knowledge of how to 
establish and sustain it.  This is the challenge. 

Effective partnering with other community 
organizations for a common cause is important to 
the library field to leverage and increase its 
resources and to avoid duplication of services.  In 
2016 the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) awarded a Sparks! Ignition grant 
to the Azusa (California) City Library to explore 
how to use the tenets of Collective Impact 
thinking to move its community collaboration, 
Grassroots ESL (English as a Second Language), 
deeper into partnership.  This paper is a summary 
of the group’s year-long exploration of 
developing an engaged partnership model upon 
the core principles of Collective Impact, the 
activities which moved the process forward, the 
issues they encountered, and the lessons learned 
along the way.  

A Library Readiness Checklist is included at the 
end of the report.  It is a self-assessment to assist 
libraries in deciding if they wish to pursue this 
type of community partnership.  References for 
further reading are included. 

“Let’s  
– you and us 

together –  
do something,”  

and in 2013 
Grassroots ESL 

was born. 
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Background

“What we really need is ESL,” was the response 
the Azusa City Library staff repeatedly 
encountered at every turn as it reached into the 
community to promote library services.  In a 
city in which over half of the 46,000 residents 
live in a home where a language other than 
English is spoken and nearly one-quarter of 
residents speak English “less than very 
well” (U.S. Census data), that indeed is a need.  
The local community college - Citrus 
Community College - provided ESL classes, 
along with the Azusa Adult School.  However, 
funding for the adult school had been so 
severely cut in recent years that it had been 
forced to reduce its community 
sites from 26 to just one site.  
Student waiting lists swelled.   

Yet, library staff knew it did not 
have the resources to adequately 
address the ESL need in any 
meaningful way.  Challenged to 
do something, the library came up with an idea 
and began to counter the community’s plea 
with, “Yes, we do [need ESL classes].  Let’s – 
you and us – do something,” and in 2013 
Grassroots ESL (GrESL) was born as a library-
led community-driven collaboration.  It was 
established to deliver ESL tutoring in small 
groups by trained volunteers through diverse 
organizations throughout the community.  The 
library took responsibility for ESL volunteer 
training and support, provision of instructional 
materials and data collection and management.  
The partner organizations provided site 
coordinators to oversee the program at their 
respective sites, recruit and support students and 
volunteer tutors, track and report on progress, 
and provide space and scheduling for tutoring 
sessions, and contribute to data collection and 
evaluation efforts  

The Challenge – the Impetus for the 
Project

The Grassroots ESL model positions the library 
as a “capacity-builder” in the community, 
convening site coordinators to meet collectively 
to share and develop guidelines and discuss their 
program needs and successes.  However, three 
years into the program, participation among the 
members had waned.  Attendance at the monthly 
Site Coordinator meetings was inconsistent with 
three or four sites (of seven) represented. With 
the library carrying out most of the activities, the 
program was leaning toward an old, traditional 
model – a model:  Grassroots ESL as the 
library’s program being held at partner sites. 

This was not the vision by 
which the program was 
established, nor a model that 
the library could sustain.   

Summary
The insight gained in this one-year project 
focused on moving GrESL from a collaboration 
to a partnership is invaluable.  The issues 
uncovered and corresponding lessons learned are 
not numerous, but they are deep in impact.  
Some issues would seem to be obvious; but 
sometimes the “obvious” can be elusive.  Some 
issues had been identified, but applying 
solutions to them would not have been easily 
accomplished without the intervention that this 
process brought to them. 

Four lessons learned surfaced in the process of 
how to move from a library-led collaboration to 
a community partnership based on Collective 
Impact components.  These can also be 
classified as recommendations to community 
partnerships.  



Each lesson is detailed more fully in this report.  Briefly, the four lessons are: 

•     Member organizations must benefit from the partnership as well as contribute to it.  They 
must know how it fits their mission.  They must know it is not an add-on or a favor to 
someone else.  

•   Without conscious attention to procedural details, a group’s practices may actually 
undermine its intent to share ownership and responsibility. Members must be aware of 
and monitor the impact of program actions and procedures to assure they are inclusive 
and supportive of everyone.   

•     If you want people to be engaged and to take ownership of a project, then engage them. 
Provide opportunities for them to be involved and to take meaningful responsibility.  
People will usually step up and take part if given the chance and if they see they have 
something to contribute.  However, rarely will they force their way into the mix if they 
don’t feel their input is needed. 

•      While strong leadership is an organizational strength, that strength overused can become 
a weakness. Leadership must be transparent and not be exclusively dependent on one 
person. Leadership development is a desirable activity. 

To monitor the progress of the project, GrESL members were asked to rate the degree of progress 
they felt the group made throughout the year.  The group completed a pre survey during the first 
months of the project and a post survey at the completion, as well as a “Collective Impact 
Scorecard” in the last meeting of the project year.  Overall, members felt that good progress had 
been made toward having shared ownership and partnership, expressing positive opinions about   
the direction in which GrESL was headed, with the results achieved thus far, as well as universal   
appreciation for the library’s leadership. 

The Process

GrESL partners agreed to focus efforts to share ownership and responsibility for the program and 
not rely on the library for its operation and success.  Thanks to the provisions of the IMLS grant, 
they worked with Heather Tunis, a consultant from the Center for Nonprofit Management to 
guide the process and teach them the elements of Collective Impact (CI).  

The project was launched in December 2016 with a special kick-off meeting and training session.  
While the ongoing monthly meetings for GrESL involved the Site Coordinators working directly 
with the program, the December meeting included the organizations’ leaders and decision-
makers as well – the nonprofits Executive Directors, the schools’ principals, and district level 
Assistant Superintendent, as well as other community partners —  Azusa Pacific University 
TESOL (Teachers of English for Speakers of Other Languages) program and the Foothill 
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Learning Alliance, a nonprofit organization focused on fundraising for the library’s literacy 
programs.  

The December session was facilitated by Center for Nonprofit Management consultant Tunis and 
was designed to provide an overview of key principles and factors in Collective Impact, 
opportunities for the attendees to get to know each other and their organizations and programs 
better and to define success for the GrESL partnership, as well as key elements and resources 
necessary to support success. 

Tunis continued to work with the project leads throughout the year to develop agendas for the 
monthly Site Coordinator meetings to build on the concepts of Collective Impact and support the 
development of increased shared ownership and participant engagement. 

As such the monthly Site Coordinators focused on process as well as program related content.  
The agendas were designed to intentionally be more interactive, rather than the previous model, 
of the library reporting on program activities and requirements. Participants began to work 
together in smaller groups for planning with people assuming leadership roles for specific events 
or activities. Meeting locations began to rotate among program sites , and the group began to 
rotate responsibility for chairing meetings.  Key turning point activities include: 

• Collective planning of the annual student and tutor celebration 
• Creation of a calendar of activities 
• Various members staffing booths at community awareness events 
• Various members taking lead for two fundraising events 
• Holding of the first Volunteer Tutor Recognition event 
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The Components of Collective Impact (CI)
To be clear, the project was not an attempt to fully adopt Collective Impact as a model for 
Grassroots ESL; but rather, to see what could be borrowed from CI to bring the program deeper 
into partnership.  The goal was to move Grassroots ESL from being “the library’s program,” to 
having shared ownership and responsibility; to being a community partnership.  

At the risk of oversimplifying CI, key practices which differentiate a traditional model and a new 
model are listed below.  These summarize the “low hanging fruit,” the crucial practices which 
could most easily be identified and addressed within the course of the one year timeframe of this 
project.  Understandably, it takes much longer than a year to successfully learn and apply the 
new model.   

The Components of Collective Impact 
Collective Impact 

Component
Traditional Model

“the library’s program”
New Model

“shared ownership”

Common Agenda:  All 
participants have a shared 
vision including a common 
understanding of the problem 
or issue and a joint approach 
through agreed upon activities 
and actions.

The library shares its 
understanding of the 
community need and its 
response to the need, and 
invites others to participate in 
addressing it.  

The library invites other 
community organizations to 
join together to assess a 
community need and to 
collectively develop a plan/
program to respond to it. 

Shared Measurement:  
Collecting data and 
measuring results consistently 
to ensure efforts are aligned, 
to share accountability and to 
learn from and adjust as 
needed.

The library determines what 
data to collect and how to 
evaluate and report the data.  
The library collects, maintains 
and analyzes the data.  It 
reports results to the partners 
and community.

Partners determine what data 
to collect.  Members review 
the data, analyze it and use it 
to make program decisions.  
Various members assume 
responsibility for analysis and 
reporting.

Mutually Reinforcing 
Activities:  Activities may be 
different, however are aligned 
and coordinated through a 
mutually reinforcing plan of 
action.

The library develops and 
conducts activities to support 
the program.  It reports 
activities and results to the 
partners.

The partners develop plan of 
activities to support the 
program and divides 
responsibility for conducting 
the activities, according to 
their strengths and interests.  
They report results to the full 
group.

Collective Impact 
Component
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Key Issues – Lessons Learned
(Reality – What Happened)

ISSUE 1:  STAFF CONSTRAINTS 

   LESSON LEARNED:  Member organizations must benefit from the partnership and know 
how it fits their mission; it is not an add-on or a favor to someone else.  

Initial library staff perspective was that participation in Grassroots ESL was adding something 
new, something extra to the workload of the Site Coordinators.  Most of the site coordinators (6 
out of 8) were part time employees already working the maximum hours permitted for part-time 
employees in their organizations. This colored our expectations of what the Site Coordinators 
could and would contribute to the process. The library felt a need to tread lightly and not burden 
them.  The unintentional result was that the library took on most of the responsibility for the 
operation and success of the program. 

However, in talking with the partners throughout this project, we learned that our lens was faulty.  
We were operating on a false assumption.  GrESL was not extra work being added to the site 
coordinators’ jobs.  This WAS their jobs.  It fully fit their purpose, mission and job descriptions.   

Continuous 
Communication:  Consistent 
and open communication 
across all partners and 
participants to build trust, 
assure mutual objectives and 
methods and create common 
motivation.

The library identifies relevant 
information and reports it at 
regular meetings.

Sharing is channeled through 
the library. 

The partners identify relevant 
information to bring to the 
group, contributing to the 
meeting agenda items.

Partners talk with one another 
and learn from one another.

Backbone Support:  
Creating and managing 
collective impact requires a 
separate organization with 
staff and skills to coordinate 
and be a resource for the 
participating organizations, 
and provide a central home, 
core for the entire initiative.

The library is in charge; it 
creates and runs the program. 
The other sites provide 
feedback.  The library is 
responsible for creating 
budgets and funding the 
program.  

The library provides 
coordination, management 
and a central home for 
program operation.   Partners 
collectively make decisions.  
Partners are responsible for 
setting budgets and funding 
the program.

Traditional Model
“the library’s program”

New Model
“shared ownership”

Collective Impact 
Component
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• For the school sites, parent engagement is a strong component of the coordinators’ job 
description.  Schools are invested in getting participation from the parents/guardians of 
their students.  Some federal grants even require such.  GrESL promotes this goal. 

• The mission of Community HousingWorks is to help people and communities move up in 
the world through opportunities to rent and grow. It provides its residents with access to 
resources to gain financial stability, enhance quality of life, and achieve next-generation 
success.  GrESL is one avenue to meet that mission to support its residents. 

• The mission of Neighborhood Homework House is to partner with the parents of at-risk 
Azusa students to provide tools to thrive academically and socially.  Once again, enter 
Grassroots ESL.  Clearly helping the parents to learn English supports the mission and 
the focus of the organization.  

• The outlier, seemingly, was the Rosedale Community program, set up through the North 
Rosedale Home Owners Association (HOA).  The program was developed and managed 
by two volunteers moved by a passion to help their neighbors.  This differentiates this site 
from the others; however, we learned that the HOA community also benefited.  Having 
community residents already gathering for ESL lessons, made it easier to bring them 
together to establish a Neighborhood Watch program.  It has been successful in building 
community which in turn supports the work of the HOA.  

ISSUE 2:  CONFLICTING STRUCTURE 

   LESSON LEARNED: It is easy to fall into the old ways of doing things.  It may be easier 
to follow the more common, old ways, but they often undermine the intent of shared 
ownership. Consciously consider the impact of program actions and procedures.   

Library staff began to realize that while it viewed and described GrESL as a partnership, its 
actions were as if it was the library’s program, with other organizations supporting it. Its 
activities and procedures were undermining the very concept it was trying to promote – that each 
organization is responsible for its program, and that they collectively own GrESL. 

For instance, tutors were trained to submit monthly reports directly to the library, by-passing 
their own Site Coordinators.  No one even realized how out of step this process was until one site 
coordinator asked library staff for a copy of her tutor’s report. Having the tutor by-pass the local 
site to submit reports directly to the library reinforced the old notion that GrESL was the library’s 
program.  The group changed that procedure so that tutors submitted reports to their own sites, 
and those site coordinators forwarded them to the library.  The group also began to review what 
other procedures and activities were counterproductive to its vision.  For instance, 

• Whose tutors are they?  Each site is primarily responsible for recruiting their tutors, and 
the library supports that with overall community-wide outreach for all sites.  Since many 
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tutors respond directly to the library and the library sends them to the various sites, many 
were thinking of the tutors as the library’s tutors.  They are not; they are the site’s tutors, 
with training and support provided by the library.  Sites are encouraged to include the 
volunteers in whatever policies and activities govern their volunteer involvement.  This 
concept had to be articulated and reinforced. 

• How is the program funded?  From the beginning, the library would apply for grant 
funding for GrESL, as its fiscal agent.  The library often learned of funding opportunities 
on short notice, and the members were not aware of them until after the library submitted 
its proposal.  They were not involved in determining the program’s budget and the 
commitments made in funding proposals.  This began to change during the project year 
as the members began to collectively discuss GrESL needs, priorities and budget. 

ISSUE 3:  LACK OF ENGAGEMENT 

    LESSON LEARNED:  If you want people to be engaged and take ownership of a project, 
provide opportunity for them do it.  People will step up and take part if given the chance, 

    but rarely will they force their way into the mix if they don’t feel their input is needed. 

The mistaken assumption that site coordinators did not have time to contribute to GrESL 
highlighted in Issue 1, also fed into Issue 3, a lack of engagement.  As the library forged ahead to 

make Grassroots ESL successful, (believing it had to because no one 
else really had time), the interest and motivation to participate eroded.  
Coordinators were marginally involved.  Monthly meetings had become 
information dumps rather than interactive opportunities for the 
members.  Attendance dwindled.  As one person stated when unable to 
attend a meeting, “I couldn’t make it [the meeting], but I sent someone 
to take notes to bring back to me.”  Clearly, coordinators did not see 
their role as having input into direction and decision-making. 

The IMLS project brought enlightenment, and with the corrected 
perspective and a new focus, the monthly meetings began to change.  
Early on, an important communication breakthrough happened at the 

end of one meeting.  A new coordinator shared that Fridays (the standard meeting day) were 
almost impossible for him to schedule.  Since the beginning, the monthly meetings were held 
Friday mornings, with everyone’s consent, since that was the only day the meeting room at the 
library was available.  Once this coordinator raised a question about the meeting day, each 
member was polled.  It was learned that Friday was not a good day for any of them; yet no one 
else had ever questioned it.  Each had deferred to what they thought everyone else preferred.  It 
would seem that no one felt their role to be significant enough to raise it as an issue.     
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“The partnership 
meetings were 
restructured, and 
everyone is more 
involved now.” 
     — Bertha Mendieta 

   Community Liaison

Dalton Elementary 

School



With this breakthrough, the meeting day was changed from Fridays to Tuesdays, and meeting 
sites rotated.  Partners began to take turns hosting the meetings.  Although some sites were not 
able to host for various reasons, such as parking restrictions, etc., the group appreciated 
becoming more familiar with each of the other sites. 

Additionally, the agenda was structured to get input from the members and to devote time to plan 
together.  It took a while to gain traction, but soon the coordinators became comfortable with one 
another, and began to suggest activities and to take on leadership of those activities, such as 
staffing a booth at a community event, leading a fund-raising event, designing a tutor recruitment 
flyer, etc.  By the end of the project year, the partners were not only rotating hosting sites, but 
also rotating who would chair the meetings. Engagement had most definitely increased. 

ISSUE 4:   LEADERSHIP CHANGE

LESSON LEARNED:  While strong leadership is an organizational strength, that 
strength overused can become a weakness. Leadership must be transparent and not be 
exclusively dependent on one person.   

Time and time again, organizations have experienced leadership gaps when a strong leader steps 
away from a program.  Sometimes no one else is invested enough in the program, or understands 
the components well enough, to step in.  The program may close.  This illustrates how that a 
strength overused can become a weakness. 

The library’s Adult Literacy Coordinator had conceived of and developed the Grassroots ESL 
model.  From the beginning she developed the agendas, chaired meetings, identified supportive 
activities, and conducted the program’s grant writing and reporting.  However, an unexpected life 
event caused her to move out of the area a few months before this IMLS project ended. She 
worked closely with the library and her replacement for a smooth transition.  While it was not a 
planned strategic move, this leadership change marked the great need to not be dependent on one 
person and was an impetus to share leadership.  

Fortunately, because of the IMLS project activities, GrESL continued to strengthen and grow, 
even without its founding leader.  It also led to activities to intentionally support leadership 
development among group members, such as getting experience with chairing the meetings. 
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Looking Forward
As a part of the project Post Evaluation, 
members voted on three priorities they would 
like to focus on in the coming year.  Those 
priorities are: 1) increase community 
awareness/visibility of GrESL; 2) create a 
central online location in which program

documents can be accessed by everyone; 
and 3) conduct fundraising activities.  
These projects and more will help to 
continue the moment with the group. 
Other issues worth mentioning follow.
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Shared Measurement
What would seem to have been an easy 
component to implement proved to be quite a 
challenge.  That is shared measurement. 

Since its beginning, the library (and therefore the 
partners) struggled with collecting data from 
GrESL tutors.  Once collected, library staff 
entered it on a spreadsheet, but it rarely was 
shared with partners in a timely manner to be of 
any use. 

The library received Workforce Innovation and 
Opportunity Act (WIOA) funding for GrESL 
during its last three years and administered 
CASAS testing (a standardized performance 
assessment system approved by the Department 
of Education). The process proved to be arduous 
and very time-consuming, and not congruent and 
supportive of the GrESL target audience and 
mission.  Also, results were not readily available 
to share with partners.  The library chose to not 
pursue WIOA funding, leaving up to the group to 
work out another system of assessing student 
progress.   

In this new year, the group is using America 
Learns, an online system for data collection.  
Each tutor reports online and site coordinators 
have full and instant access to reports for their 
sites.  Site Coordinators were trained on the 
system, and they are hopeful this will help them 
to use data more effectively.   

Fundraising
The library has been fortunate to receive funding 
from the Canyon City Foundation, a local 
foundation which supports the Azusa community.  
It gave initial funding to develop GrESL and 
continues to award funds to the library to help 
support its programs.  This is important since 
those programs (which in addition to ESL 
includes basic literacy tutoring, a citizenship 
program and a social services program) are 

fully dependent on grants, fundraising events 
and individual donations. They are not funded 
through the city’s general fund. 

At the same time the library was starting 
GrESL, it helped to establish a nonprofit 
organization to help raise funds for its literacy 
programs -- the Foothill Learning Alliance 
(FLA).  The initial plan was that the newly 
forming nonprofit organization would help to 
fund GrESL.  However, as a new organization 
the FLA has had a difficult start and is not yet 
on solid footing; and it only became directly 
connected with GrESL during this project.  The 
organizations are still working out their roles 
and relationships with one another.   

Partner Expansion
Prior to this past year, when the library received 
WIOA funding, it employed an “ESL 
Specialist” to train volunteer tutors and to 
manage the CASAS testing.  With the loss of 
that funding, the position was eliminated.  
However, a new community partner stepped in 
and took on the responsibility of training new 
volunteer tutors.  The TESOL Department of 
Azusa Pacific University (APU) had been 
marginally involved with GrESL throughout its 
existence, but now has a specific role within the 
organization.  This benefits APU in fulfilling a 
mission of giving to the community, and it also 
gives a place for their TESOL graduate students 
to gain experience in the field.  APU is 
committed to provide two tutor training 
sessions per year. 

Also, since the end of the IMLS project, GrESL 
has added Azusa High School as a new site.  It 
plans to continue to expand to provide diverse 
and numerous sites for community members to 
learn English. 



Special thanks to the following for their leadership and support of this project:

Heather Tunis, Senior Strategist, Center for Nonprofit Management 

and to 

AnaMaria Ruiz, GrESL Support Staff (brought in to support this project) 
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Grassroots ESL Partners

Azusa City Library Ann Graf, Director of IT and Library Services 
Cathay Reta, Adult Literacy Coordinator (former) 
Arlene Calderon, Adult Literacy Coordinator 
Melody Teharani, Adult Services Librarian

Community HousingWorks Jana Zawadzki, Volunteeers & Partnerships Manager 
Josh Lopez-Reyes, Community Building Coordinator

Dalton Elementary School Laura Clarke, Principal 
Bertha Mendieta, Community Liaison

Gladstone Street Elementary                            
School

Art Hinojosa, Principal 
Alma Wilson, Community Liaison

Lee Elementary School Karen Aristizabal, Principal 
Marguerite Lopez, Library Tech 
Sandra Arkenburg, Community Liaison

Mountain View Elementary School Jenny Le, Principal 
Grecia Martinez, Community Liaison

Neighborhood Homework Help Jennifer Hicks, Executive Director 
Stephanie D’Avirro, Director of Programs

Rosedale Community HOA Fongfong Chu, Volunteer Director/Tutor



    
Collective Impact Scorecard   
(completed by coordinators at the end of the project) 

Based on the following Conditions of Collective Impact, how do you think the  
Grassroots ESL Partnership has progressed so far?  (Place a check mark in the box you 
choose) 

   
Great 

Progress   
Little/No 
Progress

    4 3 2 1

Common 
Agenda

Shared vision - common understanding of 
the problem or issue and a joint approach 
through activities and actions.

 5 
 

 5 
 

Shared 
Measurement

Collecting data, measuring results 
consistently to ensure efforts are aligned, 
share accountability and learn from and 
adjust as needed.

 8 4 
 

Mutually 
Reinforcing 
Activities

May be different though aligned and 
coordinated through a mutually supportive 
plan of action.  

 4  7 
 

Continuous 
Communication

Consistent, open communication to build 
trust, assure mutual objectives and methods 
and create common motivation.  

 3  3 
 

Backbone 
Support

Organization with staff and skills to 
coordinate, serve as resource for 
participating organizations, provide a central 
home, core for the initiative

 1  4  5 
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For more information:  
• “Are we ready to collaborate?”, Australian Research Alliance for Children & Youth (ARACY), Fact 

sheet 7, 2013.  https://www.aracy.org.au/publications-resources/command/download_file/id/235/
filename/Advancing_Collaboration_Practice_-_Fact_Sheet_7_-
_Are_we_ready_to_collaborate.pdf

• https://frsa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Kerry-Graham-Keynote-Address-9.pdf
• “The ‘How To’ Guide,” Collaboration for Impact, http://www.collaborationforimpact.com/the-how-

to-guide/
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Ready for a Collective Impact Partnership?
A Library Self-Assessment Tool

  Yes Somewhat Minimally No

  4 3 2 1
1.  Do you believe a community-wide effort will 
produce greater, longer lasting results for the issue 
than what the library alone can accomplish? 

     
2.  Are you able to commit to a broader agenda, even 
when it does not directly align with your personal or 
organizational agenda?  Can you schedule staff to 
participate in that broader agenda? 

 
3.  Are you able to respect and trust others? Can you 
listen to and consider their expertise and experience, 
even when it challenges your own? 

     
4.  Are you willing to be transparent with your library’s 
values, practices and efficacy? 

     
5.  Are you able to give up autonomy to share 
ownership with partners, including bragging rights? 

     

https://www.aracy.org.au/publications-resources/command/download_file/id/235/filename/Advancing_Collaboration_Practice_-_Fact_Sheet_7_-_Are_we_ready_to_collaborate.pdf
https://frsa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Kerry-Graham-Keynote-Address-9.pdf
http://www.collaborationforimpact.com/the-how-to-guide/


729 North Dalton Avenue
Azusa, California   91702

(626) 812-5266
www.ci.azusa.ca.us/library
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